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Abstract—A power and area efficient sensor interface consumes
6.4 mW from 1.2 V while occupying 5 mm 5 mm in 0.13 m
CMOS. The interface offers simultaneous access to 96 channels of
broadband neural data acquired from cortical microelectrodes as
part of a head-mounted wireless recording system, enabling basic
neuroscience as well as neuroprosthetics research. Signals are
conditioned with a front-end achieving 2.2 input-referred
noise in a 10 kHz bandwidth before conversion at 31.25 kSa/s
by 10-bit SAR ADCs with 60.3 dB SNDR and 42 fJ/conv-step.
Switched-capacitor filtering provides a well-controlled frequency
response and utilizes windowed integrator sampling to mitigate
noise aliasing, enhancing noise/power efficiency.

Index Terms—Biosignal conditioning, boxcar sampling, charge
sampling, high channel count, low noise, low power, neural inter-
face, switched capacitor, windowed integrator.

I. INTRODUCTION

A CQUISITION of neuronal electrical activity via chroni-
cally implanted electrode arrays has enabled a wide range

of advances in electrophysiological experimentation [1], [2] to-
wards basic neuroscience as well as neural prosthetics [3], [4].
Research tools created by IC designers are used to explore the
function of the central and peripheral nervous systems [5]–[8],
and make an impact in the way we diagnose, treat, and under-
stand a broad range of neurological ailments such as epilepsy,
chronic pain, obsessive compulsive disorder, and chronic neu-
rodegenerative diseases [8]–[10]. We have been involved in the
study of motor/premotor cortical activity [11] and its applica-
tion towards prostheses, enabled in part by the “Hermes” series
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of mobile neural acquisition systems [6], [12], [13], which aim
to provide high-quality broadband recording of ensemble neu-
ronal activity in freely behaving primates over long periods of
time (the merits of which are discussed in [2], [12]).
A small head-mounted enclosure houses the Hermes system

[see Fig. 1(a)], which interfaces with an intracranial 96-channel
Utah Electrode Array (UEA). Physical size and battery-life con-
straints have thus far limited our capabilities to record only
from a subset of the available channels [6], [12], or to record
a compressed version of neural activity in the form of threshold
crossings [13]. The focus of this work is the design of a high
channel count, high fidelity neural sensor interface IC [14] that
achieves state-of-the-art power consumption and noise perfor-
mance while providing instrument grade neural recordings for
the primary purpose of enabling neuroscience research. The pre-
scribed IC will form the cornerstone of the next-generation Her-
mesE [see Fig. 1(b)] wireless acquisition system which extends
our recording capabilities to 96 broadband channels. Combining
our IC with a low power ultra-wideband transmitter [15] and
low voltage FPGA, HermesE will consume mW, an 11
reduction in power compared to what is achievable by scaling
previous systems [6] to 96 broadband channels.
Several similar and recent works are presented in [5], [7], [8],

which provide high channel count access to implanted electrode
arrays. However, these ICs do not focus on instrument grade
neural signal acquisition on par with commercially available
systems in terms of noise, bandwidth, and channel-to-channel
matching, although they do incorporate other functionality
useful in research and treatment such as providing spike
detection [5], [7] for prosthesis control or neural stimulation ca-
pabilities [8]. To our knowledge, the majority of neuroscience
labs employ commercial, off-the-shelf systems (e.g., from
Blackrock Microsystems, Neuralynx, or Plexon) to acquire
high quality broadband ( noise, 10 kHz bandwidth)
neural recordings for research purposes, and these commercial
systems are considered the state-of-the-art for recording. Our
interface IC aims to be a robust and viable alternative that
provides similar recording performance and can be used in low
power (1.2 V), mobile recording systems.
This paper is organized as follows. Section II describes high

level system considerations. Sections III and IV detail the de-
signs of the signal conditioning circuitry and analog-to-digital
converter, respectively. Sections V and VI cover the digital in-
terface and floorplanning of the chip. Measurement results and
comparisons to other systems are given in Sections VII and VIII.

0018-9200/$31.00 © 2012 IEEE
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Fig. 1. (a) Cross-section of the head-mounted Hermes system. (b) HermesE system block diagram.

Fig. 2. In-vivo extracellular neural signals.

II. SYSTEM OVERVIEW

The signals picked up by an implanted neural electrode array
typically consist of three components (illustrated in Fig. 2):
extracellular neural action potentials (ENAP or “spikes”), the
local field potential (LFP), and a relatively large DC offset.
Neural spikes are short duration, commonly biphasic pulses
that last around 0.3 to 1 ms (1 ms for primates), picked up from
a firing neuron in the vicinity of the electrode tip. Peak ENAP
magnitudes vary from about 20 V to 1 mV, depending on the
separation distance of the neuron and electrode, and most of
the energy content resides in the 500 Hz to 5 kHz band. Due
to 400 m electrode spacing, a single neuron only couples
ENAP signals into one electrode, but each electrode may pick
up ENAP signals from multiple nearby neurons. Spike sorting
[16] can be used to classify each neuron according to its spike
shape. Given these characteristics, the ENAP conditioning
sections are chosen to have 56 dB gain with an output range of
600 mV differential (in our 1.2 V process), in a passband of

300 Hz to 10 kHz to fully encompass all of the relevant signal
energy with some margin for reducing magnitude and phase
errors.
LFPs are slow oscillations ( 200 Hz) up to about 3 mV peak

amplitude that arise from the aggregate firing of many neurons
in one region of the brain and are highly correlated across the
implant site for UEA geometries, requiring only a few channels
to sufficiently capture its behavior. Therefore, we dedicate four
channels to acquire composite LFP and ENAP signals with a re-
duced gain of 40 dB and extended passband of 1 Hz to 10 kHz,
allowing the other 92 channels to have relaxed dynamic range
requirements for acquiring ENAP only.
At the electrode-tissue interface, an electrical double layer is

formed by the metal electrode and ions very near its surface,

polarizing the tip [17] and developing a large DC offset (up to
about 15 mV in our systems). This DC component is removed
through the use of AC coupling capacitors at the input of each
channel. A more thorough account of neural signals and elec-
trode arrays is given in [18] and the references therein.
Coupling through the electrode-tissue interface is primarily

capacitive, and a very rough electrical model of the electrode
is a series combination of a 1 nF capacitor and 100 k resistor
[19], though in reality the impedance is nonlinear and depen-
dent on the time-varying conditions of the surrounding tissue.
Background cortical activity and the electrode itself give rise to
a noise floor on the order of 10 [19] at the input, in a
10 kHz band. To achieve high fidelity recordings, the input-re-
ferred noise of the signal conditioning circuitry is targeted at
2 .
The HermesE system and neural interface IC block diagrams

are shown in Fig. 1(b). A switched-capacitor (SC) band-pass
filter (BPF) architecture is used in the signal conditioning sec-
tion to ratiometrically and accurately set frequency corners. This
immunity to process variation is an important quality that obvi-
ates the need for hand tuning, simplifying the usage by neuro-
scientists and engineers who will ultimately employ HermesE
in practical settings. To enhance noise/power efficiency of the
SC filter, a -OTA-C integrator is utilized for sampling.
Data conversion is performed at 31.25 kSa/s, slightly over-

sampling to increase alias rejection. The ADC resolution is
chosen to be 10-bit for a peak-peak input range of 1.2 V dif-
ferential, keeping quantization noise small relative to the noise
of the signal conditioning section. Successive-approximation
register (SAR) ADCs are used as they exhibit ultra-low power
consumption for moderate resolution and low sample rates due
to amplifier-less implementation. By burying active circuitry
underneath MIM capacitors available in our process, our de-
signs are sufficiently area-efficient to allocate one ADC per
channel, avoiding the increased system complexity involved
with time division multiplexing and minimizing buffer power
[20] in the signal conditioning section.
A configuration register sets global bias and timing param-

eters by controlling the bias generator and on-chip clock gen-
erator, which derives the signal conditioning and ADC clocks
from an external 40 MHz master clock. An output register seri-
alizes the data for off-chip delivery.
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Fig. 3. (a) Signal conditioning front-end schematic and (b), (c) phases of operation.

III. SIGNAL CONDITIONING

Fig. 3(a) shows the schematic of the signal conditioning
circuitry, which amplifies and filters the raw electrode signals
before digitization. Each channel processes signals from a
different high impedance electrode (at ) referenced to a
common low impedance electrode ( ). The reference
electrode is typically laid on the surface of the brain adjacent
to the array, in contact with cerebrospinal fluid, and provides
rejection of common mode noise, interference, and bias shifts.
The signal conditioning circuitry consists of an AC coupled

input transconductor (A1), a SC band-pass filter to bandlimit
neural signals before digitization by the subsequent ADC, and
source followers used to drive the ADC’s input capacitances. A
fully differential architecture is employed for robustness against
on-chip common mode aggressors as well as charge injection in
the SC filter. The chain is designed to achieve state-of-the-art
noise/power efficiency in spite of the noise aliasing penalty in-
curred by the use of SC filtering, requiring optimization of the
interaction between the SC filter and A1, as well as with the
subsequent ADC. The resulting front-end provides a number
of advantages over continuous time (CT) filters used in sim-
ilar designs [5]–[10], [21]–[23], such as reduced area, reduced
sensitivity to component variations, and enhanced channel-to-
channel matching.

A. Switched-Capacitor Band-Pass Filter

SC filters are well suited for low frequency signal condi-
tioning, but suffer from noise aliasing leading to reduced noise/

power efficiency compared to CT filters. In our application,
where noise/power efficiency is key, prefiltering must be used
to bandlimit high frequency noise before sampling in order to
minimize this effect. However, practical prefilters have a finite
transition band necessitating the use of increased sampling fre-
quency, which incurs an increased spread in capacitance values.
In our massively-parallel design, efficiency must be balanced
against area: a large capacitance spread may incur a high cost in
chip area as well as power consumption, while the use of a low
sampling frequency impairs prefiltering. We overcome these
challenges through the use of a feedback integrator topology, a
custom 1 fF MOM capacitor, 100 oversampling with a 1 MHz
clock, and two steps of prefiltering.
The filter topology presented here is based on the SC biquad

described in [24], which achieves low capacitance spread for
low poles. The architecture in [24] is generally appropriate for
acquisition of action potentials (though improvements in noise/
power efficiency are desirable) where the 300 Hz–10 kHz band-
pass response corresponds to poles with . While the
biquad in [24] samples the input as a voltage on a sampling
capacitor, the filter presented here samples the integrated output
current of A1 in the phase [see Fig. 3(b)], during which A1,
A2, and form a -OTA-C integrator. In the phase [see
Fig. 3(c)] the sampled charge is processed by A2 and A3 in a
feedback loop that realizes the desired band-pass response.
The windowed integrator sampling technique [25], [26] used

in (sometimes referred to as charge [27]–[29] or boxcar
sampling [30], [31]) provides many benefits that help reduce
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the power consumption and area of the signal conditioning cir-
cuitry. A major benefit is the inherent prefiltering provided by
integration, in contrast to typical voltage sampling which sig-
nificantly aliases multiple sidebands of noise. Windowed inte-
grator sampling lowers the equivalent noise bandwidth through
sinc filtering, which can be understood by considering a fictional
CT signal

(1)

where is the duty cycle of the sampling phase,
is the SC clock period, is the differential output current
from A1, and is a running windowed integral of .
The actual sampled charge input signal to the filter is the discrete
time (DT) sequence , which has a
spectrum composed of folded sidebands of . From
(1) it can be shown that

(2)

In the baseband, where , the magnitude response
of the sinc function is essentially flat. Wideband noise at the
upper sidebands is filtered by the sinc response before folding
into , with a bandwidth that depends on the duration of .
The noise equivalent bandwidth of the sinc prefilter in this

design is 3.4 smaller than a typical voltage sampling circuit
designed for 0.1% dynamic settling error in the same allotted
time of . This ratio directly compares the effects of the
two sampling schemes on noise in the signal path preceding the
driver stage, though the comparison to noise from the driver
stage itself must be framed in terms of . In this design, the
noise charge sampled from the output branch devices in A1 is
equivalent to noise from processing samples of the output
voltage of a purely resistive driver taken with a 5.4 pF sampling
capacitor. The use of such a sampling capacitor would neces-
sitate much larger capacitances throughout the filter in order to
achieve the specified gain and pole positions, significantly in-
creasing area as well as power required for settling, and would
necessitate a low impedance output from A1.
While windowed integrator sampling provides inherent

anti-aliasing, achieving state-of-the-art noise/power efficiency
requires further filtering of A1’s noise. Hence, A1 is de-
signed to provide an additional 100 kHz prefiltering pole (see
Section III-B).
Clock jitter can adversely affect the performance of win-

dowed integrator sampling when employed in systems with
high sample rate and SNR [26], [28], or when notch frequencies
in the sinc response are specifically utilized for blocker rejec-
tion or other purposes [26], [29]. However, simulations show
that this design, which has relatively low and SNR and does
not rely on precise notch frequencies, experiences insignificant
effects from typical levels of clock jitter.

B. Input Transconductor (A1)

Fig. 4 shows the A1 schematic in detail, SC CMFB (not
shown) sets the output common mode. A1 incorporates
traditional low noise techniques, as well as some special con-
siderations for interfacing with the SC filter. A1 essentially

Fig. 4. A1 detailed schematic.

operates in CT: the output current is switched between the A2
inputs in , and resistor dummy loads in which roughly
match the loading conditions in (keeping the voltage at A1’s
outputs similar in each phase).
As seen in Fig. 3(b), forms a capacitive divider with the

input capacitance of A1, . The divider attenuates the input
signal, and has implications for noise that are analogous to the
feedback factor, , in a feedback OTA. In this design, a large
value of is used (20 pF MIM) and half-width Miller neu-
tralization [32] devices ( in Fig. 4) are employed to elimi-
nate the amplified of the A1 input pair. The value of
has no other effect on the overall transfer function, in contrast
to feedback neural amplifier designs [5]–[10], [21]–[23], [33],
where sets the ideal passband gain.
The input network includes pMOS reset switches [

in Fig. 3(a)] which are normally off, but may be asserted to short
the inputs of A1 to a common-mode voltage. When deasserted,
the large off-state resistance of the reset switch and set a
high pass corner 1 Hz which rejects the polarization potential
offset between the active and reference electrodes. High G-force
head movements can cause large differential voltage transients
at the front-end due to physical motion of the electrodes rela-
tive to the brain tissue. If uncorrected, these transients saturate
the front-end and relax according to the mHz high-pass time
constant, leading to undesirably long recovery times [21] in a
practical experimental setting. An automatic reset mechanism
(shown in Section IV) is implemented to address this issue for
each channel individually, by activating the input reset switches.
The input pair ( in Fig. 4) is implemented with large

(2.4 mm/0.28 m) pMOS devices to mitigate noise. Thick
oxide devices are used to avoid gate leakage that would cause
bias shifts and noise due to the large off-state impedance of
the reset switches. All other FETs in the signal conditioning
section are thin oxide devices except for the MOSCAPs.

and devices are biased in subthreshold close to
, while and are biased in inversion

near 15 to decrease their noise contributions.
Nwell source degeneration resistors, , suppress ’s

noise contribution to insignificant levels [33] with ,
where is the transconductance of the device. The 14 k
resistors contribute thermal noise equivalent to a transistor with
a of 5.5 , approximately 1/5th of the noise power of
the input pair. Suchminimization of an active load’s thermal
noise is difficult or impossible here through FET device sizing
alone, due to the low bias currents employed. The resistors pro-
duce negligible flicker noise, leading to a total noise contribu-
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tion far below what can be achieved with a non-degenerated ac-
tive load in this design.
Thick oxide pMOS gate capacitors, in Fig. 4, are

placed at the folding node to implement a 100 kHz prefiltering
pole. This pole attenuates large noise currents from the main
branch, providing roughly 20 dB of rejection at the first side-
band. The capacitors are connected to and biased
in inversion to provide 23 pF. While and
experience significant spread over PVT, the prefiltering pole
is far enough from the 10 kHz ENAP band edge such that
variations do not significantly affect the baseband magnitude
response. Additionally, the antialiasing is strong enough such
that variations do not significantly affect the overall noise.
Bias current in the output branch is scaled down 20 from

the main branch in order to reduce the noise contributions of
and , critical since and dominate aliased noise from
the upper sidebands. The limit of bias current scaling in this de-
sign is determined by the worst case combination of in-band and
out-of-band signals expected to pass through A1. This includes
DC offsets, 60 Hz power line interference, and ENAP/LFP sig-
nals. Choosing the output branch current nA pro-
vides sufficient current swing with margin for expected
signals, allowing more than 5 mV of total input amplitude be-
fore clipping.
The majority of aliased noise comes from and at

the first sideband where the sinc prefilter response is still fairly
large. A consequence of the capacitance is that signifi-
cant noise is introduced from the cascode device when the
impedance at the folding node becomes small and ceases to
self-shunt its own noise. However, this noise penalty is much
smaller than allowing the large noise currents from the main
branch to be aliased, due to the 20:1 bias current scaling. Since
noise from does not roll in until after the 100 kHz pre-
filtering pole, does not contribute significant noise.
contributes both and thermal noise, though its thermal noise
contribution is more significant due to aliasing. The prefiltering
provided by the sinc frequency response and the 20:1 bias cur-
rent scaling reduce the total noise contribution from and

to about 1/4th of the noise power from devices in the main
branch (see Section III-C).

C. Overall Transfer Function and Noise

For baseband signals (where ) does not change
much over the integration window, . The sampled charge is
processed in [see Fig. 3(c)], which enforces a -domain bi-
quadratic transfer function with a band-pass response. The ADC
samples the source follower outputs at the beginning of when
the source followers are disconnected from the filter. This leads
to the overall baseband signal transfer function for acquiring
ENAP signals alone without LFP

(3)

Here is the -transform of ,
is the capacitive divider at the input

TABLE I
SIGNAL CONDITIONING SECTION—DESIGN PARAMETERS

nodes seen in Fig. 3(b), and is the low frequency transcon-
ductance of A1. The approximate passband gain and pole posi-
tions can be shown to be

(4)

The choice of 1 MHz for 100 oversampling allows for
effective and robust prefiltering, but results in large capacitance
ratios required to implement the pole. The feedback
integrator topology alleviates capacitance spread by defining

withmultiplicative ratios of capacitances. The output
swing of A3 and the value of define the maximum amount
of sampled charge that can be rejected by the feedback loop in
; 250 fF was estimated to provide rejection for expected

out-of-band signals.
To reduce the size of the capacitor, is implemented

with a custom 1 fF lateralMOM capacitor.While poor matching
between and the MIM caps results in some global vari-
ability of the pole, the variation (measured at 7%
for our implementation) is acceptable given that the pole is in-
tended to provide roughly 20 dB of attenuation to LFP frequen-
cies when acquiring ENAP alone. For combined ENAP/LFP
acquisition on four channels, the and switch clocks are
disabled to extend the lower cutoff (resulting in the response

) and is reduced to lower the gain (accommo-
dating the larger signal). Table I shows the design parameters
for the signal conditioning section.
The input referred noise of the signal conditioning section

is dominated by thermal and noise from the A1 transcon-
ductor. Tables II and III show the estimated noise breakdown
and the simulated power dissipation for the signal conditioning
circuitry, respectively. The estimated noise was verified with
SpectreRF’s Pnoise analysis although poor simulation models
of subthreshold noise prevented direct verification. Themajority
of noise from A1 is generated in the baseband by the input pair,
although a significant portion is aliased from and . Most
of the power is dissipated in the A1 transconductor. The noise
and power breakdowns show that SC filtering can be employed
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TABLE II
SIGNAL CONDITIONING SECTION—ESTIMATED INPUT REFERRED NOISE

TABLE III
SIGNAL CONDITIONING SECTION—SIMULATED POWER DISSIPATION

efficiently in this application, despite noise aliasing and ampli-
fier settling time requirements.

D. A2 and A3 OTA Design Considerations

The A2 and A3 OTAs are designed to achieve roughly 0.1%
dynamic settling error at each amplifier output at the end of the
phase. The selection of dictates the time available for A2

and A3 to settle in the phase, . A2 is implemented
with a differential pair with SC CFMB, since its open loop gain
does not affect the filter transfer function severely (in contrast
to the original biquad in [24]). A3 is implemented with a two-
stage Miller compensated design with SC CMFB, since high
gain and output swing are required in this amplifier’s path for
out-of-band signal rejection. Subthreshold biasing is used for
all devices in A2 and A3 to provide high output swing as well
as good transconductance efficiency. The large front-end gain
results in minor noise contributions from A2 and A3.

IV. ANALOG-TO-DIGITAL CONVERSION

In each channel, digitization is performed by a charge redis-
tribution, SAR ADC [34], which operates by performing a bi-
nary search over the code-space until the code most closely cor-
responding to the sampled input voltage is found. A capacitor
array serves to both hold the input sample and act as a DAC to
generate comparison voltages for the binary code search algo-
rithm. The ADC block diagram is shown in Fig. 5. A built-in
saturation detector mitigates the impact of large, overloading
input transients by automatically triggering a reset of the A1
input nodes if the number of consecutive full-scale codes ex-
ceeds a programmable threshold.
Fig. 6 details the SAR logic implementation. A sequencer

(first row of flops in Fig. 6) schedules the application of each
test code by shifting a solitary “1” down the register as clk_sar
is pulsed high, successively asserting each test bit in the data
register (second row of flops in Fig. 6). The 10 bit data word

Fig. 5. SAR ADC block diagram, with saturation detector.

controls the DAC by switching capacitor plates between
and and allowing voltages to settle according to charge
conservation. During clk_sar low, the comparator is strobed and
its value latched and fed back to each of the data flops; this result
indicates which half of the (remaining) code-space the sampled
input belongs to, and governs the test code progression. Each
test bit assertion also clocks the previous data flop to take in the
(previous) comparator result, forming a compact way to reset
a data bit whose weight contribution is found to be too large.
Following each conversion, the data registers are set to “shift”
mode, allowing the formation of inter-ADC daisy chains to pipe
data across the array.

A. Capacitor Array

Large area is a drawback of charge redistribution SAR ADCs
as total capacitance is exponential with resolution. To partially
address this, we employ a minimalistic custom capacitor de-
sign instead of the providedMIM capacitor standard cells which
have a moderate amount of overhead. Mismatch data for our
process [35] suggests that minimally sizedMIM capacitors (fol-
lowing design rules) more than sufficiently satisfy matching re-
quirements for a 10 b array. We take advantage of this fact and
use a 1 b/9 b split capacitor array [see Fig. 7(a)] to reduce total
capacitance by a factor of 2 relative to a conventional binary
array, at the expense of increased matching requirements. Using
these techniques, we are able to assign one ADC per channel
within a total die area of 25 mm . Bottom-plate sampling is uti-
lized through the use of an early sampling clock (acquire_e)
to minimize signal-dependent charge injection. Bootstrapped
switches are not required given the low speed of operation.
For a series coupled, two-stage capacitor array with and
bits for the LSB and MSB arrays respectively, the required

series coupling capacitor is

(5)
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Fig. 6. Implementation of the SAR logic. An extra negative edge-triggered flop placed at the end of the shift register adds an intentional half-cycle delay to prevent
min-path problems in the presence of globally accumulated skew, when shifting data from one ADC to the next.

Fig. 7. (a) SAR ADC capacitor array showing 1 b/9 b split. The physical bottom plates of the capacitors correspond with the curved lines in the schematic symbols.
(b) Illustration of the 1 b subarray layout.

When applying a test code to the capacitor DAC (CDAC), a
“1” corresponds to switching into the array through the
appropriate capacitor in the positive half-circuit ( side), and
switching into the array in the negative half-circuit. Given
a test code between 0 and , the resulting CDAC output
voltages settle to

(6)

(7)

where . The output differential and commonmode
are therefore

(8)

(9)

where is the input common mode to the ADC. These
equations show that sets the input range of the ADC and

helps set the comparator input common mode levels and
is chosen to keep and within the supply rails during
code tests to prevent excessive leakage through the transistor
switches and diode junctions.
Linearity of the ADC relies heavily on capacitor matching

and therefore unit capacitors are used to implement the array and
common-centroid layout techniques are applied. For the split
capacitor array, nonlinearity is also introduced by inaccuracy
of the series capacitor and by parasitic capacitance at the top

Fig. 8. Fully dynamic comparator.

Fig. 9. System level phases of operation.

plate of the LSB subarray. Parasitic capacitance on the top plate
of the MSB subarray introduces gain error in the ADC transfer
function, but does not affect linearity and can largely be ignored
in our application.
The particular choice of a 1b/9b split has notable advantages

over other LSB/MSB array partitioning configurations in terms
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Fig. 10. (left) Die photo and (right) pixel (2 channel) layout with capacitors removed in one channel. The die dimensions are 5 mm 5 mm and the pixel is
860 m 440 m.

of limiting systematic causes of nonlinearity. Equation (5) indi-
cates that the required series capacitance for a 1b LSB array is
an integer multiple of the unit capacitance , allowing to
be implemented with unit capacitors to achieve good matching;
other partitions require fractional multiples of the unit capaci-
tance. Since no irregularly shaped capacitors are introduced, the
layout of the array is kept wholly uniform. The top plate para-
sitic capacitance is correspondingly small, given the minimal
routing requirements for a 1b LSB array [see Fig. 7(b)]. Finally,
capacitors are oriented such that the large physical bottom plate
parasitics are lumped into the least sensitive nodes. Based on
layout extracted parasitics, the systematic INL and DNL (ex-
cluding random capacitor mismatch) are found to be 0.1 LSB.

B. Comparator

We use a fully dynamic comparator (see Fig. 8) for low power
consumption. No static current except for leakage is consumed
after complete evaluation, an important attribute when the de-
cision time is much shorter than the allocated strobe period.
Without the use of biased preamplification, care must be taken
to control the effect of noise, which is difficult to analyze in dy-
namic comparators given their primarily large-signal behavior.
[36] presents a methodology to estimate noise using results from
stochastic differential equations and analyzing the small-signal
parameters in the different phases during comparator evalua-
tion. Their results show that decreasing the input pair overdrive
during the initial transient period and increasing capacitance
on node in Fig. 8 are the most effective means of reducing
input-referred noise. Following these guidelines, we size up the
input pair and use a minimum sized footer device to reduce the
overdrive [36]. Explicit capacitance is added to further re-
duce noise, as the increase in total system power is negligible
and evaluation speed is a non-issue. Transient noise simulations
show that effective noise is 180 referred to the com-
parator input.
Two inverters are used to isolate the regenerative latch out-

puts from the state-dependent input capacitances of the SR latch
in order to prevent an induced offset by the mismatched load ca-
pacitances [37]. While comparator offset directly contributes to
offset in the ADC transfer function, small amounts are tolerable
in our application and can be removed during digital post-pro-
cessing, thus offset cancellation is unnecessary.

Fig. 11. Measured signal conditioning transfer function and noise spectral den-
sity for ENAP and LFP/ENAP configurations.

V. DIGITAL INTERFACE

For every sample, there are 960 bits of data that must be
loaded into an output register in one or more parallel streams
before serial delivery off-chip; these phases are illustrated in
Fig. 9. To do this, the ADCs must be partitioned into one or
more daisy chains to send data across the array. Tradeoffs exist
between energy, wiring, and timing overheads, based on the
number of partitions used. A single but lengthy daisy chain con-
figuration requires the fewest metal resources to pass data to the
output register, but requires 960 clock cycles and wastes signif-
icant energy clocking flops which have already passed all the
relevant bits. For example, the th flop from the back end of
a shift register needs only be clocked times, after which the
data it passes is irrelevant (e.g., all zeros). At the other extreme,
a fully parallel loading scheme into the output register wastes no
flop clocking energy, but requires significant global wire routing
across the chip and has almost no timing overhead, which is not
desirable in our case either. In populating the output register
once, the total wasted flop energy can be shown to be

(10)

where is the number of parallel streams that feed the output
register and is the switching capacitance of a flop over
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Fig. 12. (a) ADC linearity and (b) tone test results.

one clock cycle when there is no data transition. Thus, wasted
energy is roughly proportional to and increasing eventu-
ally yields diminishing returns.
The timing overhead in loading the output register is pro-

portional to the number of ADCs in each partition. In the con-
text of the overall HermesE system, this dead time is necessary
for auxiliary bits such as frame counters, error checking bits,
clock recovery sequences, or other data (such as accelerom-
eter readings), to be inserted into the bitstream prior to wireless
transmission.
The choice of three partitions ( ) is deemed to be rea-

sonable in reducing wasted flop energy, reducing wire routing,
and allowing a conservative 320 auxiliary bits to be inserted
in each sample period of the transmitted bitstream. Thus, the
output register is loaded using 3 streams at 40 MHz during a
dedicated 8 s per sample, and data is serially shifted off-chip
during the other 24 s at 40 MHz. This scheme localizes the
high frequency switching noise far away from the array chan-
nels during the sensitive conditioning and conversion phases.

VI. FLOORPLAN AND GLOBAL DISTRIBUTION

An annotated die photo is shown in Fig. 10. The signal condi-
tioning section and ADC are placed adjacent to each other, with
the source follower buffers underneath the ADC capacitor array,
to minimize the routing distance. By abutting one channel’s cir-
cuitry with another that has been rotated by 180 , a tile-able
pixel is formed that can be arranged into an array, allowing for
a convenient and regular distribution network of clocks, power,
and bias. This arrangement comes with the expense of longer
routing for analog inputs to the middle of the chip, but the extra
parasitics and coupling effects are small compared to those that
exist off-chip and can be minimized with appropriate spacing
or shielding. Using simulations with layout extracted parasitics,
input coupling effects on-chip are found to be minimal.
The clock generator, configuration register, and output reg-

ister are placed near the bottom edge of the chip, away from
the array channels. One main horizontal clock branch occupies
the space between the bottom two pixel rows, and splits off into
vertical clock branches that run in the column space between

pixels. Configuration bits are also routed to each pixel in this
fashion.Whenever possible, unnecessary clock transitions (e.g.,
array data shifting clock during acquisition/conversion phases)
are gated from global distribution to reduce power consumption
and switching noise.
Programmable constant- bias generators are located in the

bottom left corner of the chip. Current mirrors along the left
edge of the chip distribute bias currents horizontally across the
rows to each pixel. Analog inputs lines are also routed horizon-
tally to each pixel from the left and right edges of the chip.
Shielding is used whenever sensitive lines overlap with clock
lines.
Within each pixel, two metal layers (M4/M5 or M5/M6) are

used to both shield the MIM capacitors from the switching cir-
cuitry below and to distribute power down each pixel column.
Power and off-chip reference voltages are brought on-chip via
the bond pads along the top edge of the chip. Each column has
its own dedicated set of supply pins, in order to reduce poten-
tial supply line coupling effects on-chip. All digital I/Os and test
structure I/Os, along with their own dedicated supply pads, re-
side along the bottom edge of the chip.

VII. MEASUREMENT RESULTS

To characterize the IC, several chips were packaged using a
chip-on-board solution. Test structures enable the assessment
of the signal conditioning circuitry and ADC individually, as
well as in a complete signal path configuration. Transfer func-
tion measurements of the signal conditioning test structure were
taken using a HP33210A function generator and a SR760 spec-
trum analyzer. The source follower buffers are sufficient to drive
pad capacitance, PCB trace capacitance, and the input capaci-
tance of discrete unity gain opamp buffers placed close to the de-
vice under test. Noise measurements were taken from the output
of the same test structure (with shorted inputs) using the SR760
spectrum analyzer. The integrated output noise was input re-
ferred using the peak gain from the measured transfer functions.
The measured signal conditioning transfer functions and

noise spectra are shown in Fig. 11. In the ENAP configuration,
the passband gain is 56 dB and the measured bandwidth is
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Fig. 13. Histogram of passband corner frequencies of the 92 ENAP channels across three chips. The high-pass corner distribution is shown in (a) and the low-pass
corner distribution is shown in (b).

TABLE IV
TOTAL MEASURED CHIP POWER DISSIPATION AND BREAKDOWN

280 Hz to 10 kHz indicating 7% variation in due
to the custom capacitor. In the ENAP/LFP configuration,
we see a reduced gain of 40 dB and low frequency pass band
extension beyond 1 Hz. Total integrated noise (input referred)
is 2.2 for the ENAP case (measured from 1 Hz to
100 kHz). In the ENAP/LFP case, the total integrated noise
is 14 in the LFP band (1–100 Hz), and 3 the
ENAP band (100 Hz–10 kHz). Minor tones and harmonics due
to 60 Hz power line interference in the test setup are visible, but
these will not be present in the final, battery-operated system.
Small differential mode artifacts from CMFB refresh show up
as high frequency tones in the Fig. 11 noise measurements, but
these transients are synchronously sampled by the ADC and
are mostly settled at that time, hence they are rejected. The
total signal conditioning test structure power is measured to
be 35 W, resulting in a measured noise efficiency factor [38]
(NEF) of 4.5 for the ENAP configuration.
ADC linearity is measured using conventional histogram

testing, and the DNL and INL results [see Fig. 12(a)] are
well within 0.5 LSB, confirming good matching among the
capacitors. A tone test [see Fig. 12(b)] at 1 kHz shows an
SFDR of around 80 dB and SNDR of 60.26 dB. Total ADC
power per channel is measured to be 1.1 W including refer-
ences, with comparator power at 132 nW. The corresponding
figure-of-merit is 42 fJ/conv-step.
The total chip power is measured to be 6.43 mW, and the

breakdown of consumption is shown in Table IV. The majority
of current (60%) is consumed from the 1.2 V AVDD supply
which powers the signal conditioning circuitry. The 1.2 V
DVDD supply powers the ADCs, clock/config distribution, and
the data shifting circuitry across the array. While each ADC

consumes only 1.1 W in conversion, the majority of DVDD
power is consumed in passing data from the entire array to the
output register. Since it is continuously clocked at 40 MHz, the
960-bit output register consumes a fair amount of power. In
the context of the HermesE system, the use of this register is
unavoidable in order to serialize the bitstream for transmission.
We opted to place it in the front-end chip so that the FPGA can
be kept small and power efficient.
To evaluate the immunity to process variation afforded by

the use of a switched-capacitor architecture, we measured the
3 dB passband corner frequencies of the 92 ENAP channels

across three chips and the distributions are shown in Fig. 13.
The standard deviations of the corner frequencies are measured
to be about 62 Hz ( 0.62% variation) for the low-pass edge and
3.4 Hz ( 1.2% variation) for the high-pass edge, demonstrating
good matching across the array and between chips without the
need for manual tuning.
Using the same benchtop test boards, in-vivo neural record-

ings were made from a 96-channel Utah Electrode Array (Cere-
Port array by Blackrock Microsystems) implanted in the motor
cortex of a rhesus macaque (Monkey L). Four ribbon cables
(two 12” and two 18”) were used to interface our test board
with the implanted electrodes, and recordings were made during
simple reach exercises. All experiments and procedures were
approved by Stanford’s Institutional Animal Care andUse Com-
mittee. Data from four channels, two ENAP and two ENAP/
LFP, are shown in Fig. 14, confirming successful acquisition
of neural signals. In the latter two channels, action potentials
are seen to be protruding from a large, slow-varying local field
potential. The two LFP waveforms are visibly correlated, con-
firming the need for only a few LFP recording channels across
the electrode array.

VIII. COMPARISONS AND CONCLUSION

Table V summarizes and compares the system recording per-
formance to that of other recent multichannel neural interface
designs. The signal conditioning sections of the three other tab-
ulated works [5], [7], [8] utilize capacitive AC coupling into a
preamplifier that drives a capacitive load and has parallel RC
feedback. The preamplifier gain is set by the feedback and cou-
pling capacitors, while a high-pass corner is set by the large
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TABLE V
SYSTEM SUMMARY AND COMPARISON TO OTHER DESIGNS

Fig. 14. In-vivo recordings from Monkey L.

feedback resistance implemented using MOS pseudoresistors.
The frequency response is further shaped by a second filtering
or amplifying stage. Process variation is a concern, such that [5]
opts to more accurately set the overall high-pass corner using a
subsequent tunable - filter, while [7], [8] provision means
to hand tune the resistances, capacitances, or bias currents to set
the desired passband response thereby addressing global varia-
tions but not channel-to-channel matching.

In comparison, our design exhibits well-controlled frequency
corners set by capacitor ratios and SC clocks, simplifying its
usage and making it more robust and predictable in practical
experimental settings. [7], [8] utilize time-shared ADCs to save
area at the expense of increased system complexity, whereas this
work employs a fine-grain pixel that relaxes chip-level overhead
and management, localizes analog signal processing, and con-
tributes to a scalable architecture. Finally, low power consump-
tion and low voltage operation allows integration with a 1.2 V
Hermes platform that aims to provide high-fidelity, 96-channel
broadband recording capabilities with an order of magnitude in-
crease in power efficiency over our previous Hermes systems.
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